Praxis is a computer company providing niche software solutions, software development, financial systems, network installations and support using Microsoft, Oracle and Open Source software.

If Time is Money, then Time-Web is for you.

In addition to web entry from anywhere, Time-Web’s Mobile app enables staff members to record time on their smartphones. The Mobile app will synchronise the data over a wireless or 3G/4G data network.

The real value comes from the invoicing integration with Sage Evolution, the fantastic analysis available to managers and the ease of use.
“Analysis of time spent and our ability to bill is absolutely crucial to our business”

Recording time is not the end in itself. We only record time so that we can measure and bill. Thus Praxis Time-Web is built to make entry as easy as possible and to provide high-end analysis through Microsoft Excel and Pentaho.

Synchronisation and transfer data to and from Sage Evolution

Sage Evolution ERP

by Sage Pastel

- Customer synchronisation
- Job card synchronisation
- Evolution job card labour from Time-Web
- Evolution invoices from Time-Web

Business intelligence with Pentaho